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Guided modes in negative-refractive-index waveguides
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Canberra ACT 0200, Australia*
~Received 5 November 2002; published 19 May 2003!

We study linear guided waves propagating in a slab waveguide made up of a negative-refractive-index
material, the so-calledleft-handed waveguide. We reveal that the guided waves in left-handed waveguides
possess a number of peculiar properties such as the absence of the fundamental modes, mode double degen-
eracy, and sign-varying energy flux. In particular, we predict the guided waves witha dipole-vortex structure
of their Poynting vector.
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Recent experimental demonstration of novel compo
materials with a negative index of refraction@1# opens up a
unique possibility to design novel types of devices wh
electromagnetic waves propagate in a nonconventional w
The history of these materials begins with the paper by
selago@2#, who studied the wave propagation in a hypothe
cal material with simultaneously negative dielectric perm
tivity e and magnetic permeabilitym. Such media are
usually termed asleft-handed materials, since the electric
and magnetic fields form a left set of vectors with the wa
vector. Already back in 1968, Veselago predicted a num
of remarkable properties of waves in left-handed materi
including negative refraction. However, the structures w
both negativee and m have not been known until recently
although materials with negative dielectric permittivity a
known ~e.g., a metal below the plasma frequency!.

The study of microstructured metallic materials for ma
netic resonance imaging@3# has shown that such structure
can be described in terms of effective magnetic permeab
that becomes negative in the vicinity of a resonance
quency. It was expected that mixing the composite mater
with negative magnetic permeability@3# with those possess
ing negative dielectric permittivity@4# would allow us to
create a different type ofmetamaterialswith a negative in-
dex of refraction. Indeed, both numerical simulations@5# and
experimental results@1,6# confirmed that such left-hande
~or negative-index refraction! materials can readily be fabri
cated.

One of the first applications of the negative-refraction m
terials was suggested by Pendry@7#, who demonstrated that
slab of a lossless negative-refraction material can provid
perfect image of a point source. Although the perfect ima
is a result of an ideal theoretical model used in Ref.@7#, the
resolution limit was shown to be independent of the wa
length of electromagnetic waves~but can be determined b
other factors such as loss, spatial dispersion, etc.!, and direct
numerical simulations@8# indicate that the resolution limi
can be better than that of a conventional lens; however,
problem is still under intense investigation@9#.

The improved resolution of a slab of the negativ
refraction material can be explained by the excitation of s
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face waves at both interfaces of the slab. Therefore, i
important to study the properties of surface waves at
interfaces between the negative-refraction and conventio
materials. So far, only the frequency dispersion of surfa
waves at a single interface was analyzed@10#, and some
modes of a slab waveguide were calculated numerically
particular medium parameters@11#.

In this paper, we study the structure and basic proper
of electromagnetic waves guided by a left-handed wa
guide. In order to emphasize the unusual and somewhat
otic properties of such waves, we compare them with
guided waves of conventional planar dielectric waveguid
We reveal that the guided modes in left-handed wavegu
differ dramatically from conventional guided waves, a
they possess a number of unusual properties, including
absence of the fundamental modes, double degeneracy o
modes, the sign-varying energy flux, etc. In particular,
predict the existence of different types of guided waves w
a dipole-vortex structure of the energy flux and the cor
sponding Poynting vector.

We consider a symmetric slab waveguide in a conv
tional planar geometry@see, e.g., the top left inset of Fig
1~a!#. In a general case, a slab of the thickness 2L is made up
of a material with dielectric permittivitye2 and magnetic
permeabilitym2, which both can be negative or positive. W
assume that the surrounding medium is right handed,
therefore it is characterized by both positivee1 andm1. It is
well known that a slab waveguide made up of a conventio
~right-handed! dielectric material withe2.0 andm2.0 cre-
ates a nonleaky waveguide for electromagnetic waves,
vided the refractive index of a slab is higher than that of
surrounding dielectric medium, i.e.,e2m2.e1m1. However,
in the following, we demonstrate that this simple criterio
cannot be applied to the waveguides made up of a l
handed material.

To be specific, below we describe the properties of the
guided modes in which the electric fieldE is polarized along
the y axis. A similar analysis can be carried out for the T
modes. From Maxwell’s equations, it follows that stationa
TE modes are described by the following scalar equation
the electric fieldE5Ey :

F ]2

]z2
1

]2

]x2
1

v2

c2
e~x!m~x!2

1

m~x!

]m

]x

]

]xGE50, ~1!
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wherev is the angular frequency of the field.
The guided modes are stationary solutions of Eq.~1! of

the form

E~x,z!5E0~x!eihz, ~2!

where realh is the wave propagation constant andE0(x) is
the spatially localized transverse profile of the mode. Sub
tuting Eq.~2! into Eq. ~1!, we obtain an eigenvalue problem
that possesses spatially localized solutions for

k1
25h22

v2

c2
e1m1.0, ~3!

because only in this case the mode amplitude decays a
from the waveguide,E0(x);exp(2k1uxu).

We solve the eigenvalue problem in each of the homo
neous layers, and then employ the corresponding boun
conditions following from Eq.~1!. As a result, we obtain the
dispersion relations that define a set of allowed eigenva
h,

~k1L !56
m1

m2
~k2L !tan61~k2L !, ~4!

where (1) and (2) correspond to the symmetric and an
symmetric guided modes, respectively, andk2
5@(v2/c2)e2m22h2#1/2. Whenk2 is real, the corresponding
modes can be identified as ‘‘fast waves,’’ since their ph
velocitiesv/h are larger than the phase velocity in an hom
geneous medium with the samee2 andm2.

FIG. 1. A comparison between the conventional~a! and left-
handed~b! guided modes of a slab waveguide. The dashed and s
curves correspond to the left- and right-hand sides of the disper
relations in Eqs.~4! and ~5!, respectively. Intersections of thes
curves indicate the existence of guided modes. Three dashed
in each plot correspond to waveguides with different parame
r1.r2.r3, but the fixed ratiom2 /m1. Insets show the waveguid
geometry and the transverse profiles of the guided modes.
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The parameterk2 becomes purely imaginary for ‘‘slow
waves,’’ when the propagation constanth exceeds a critical
value; such waves resemble surface waves in metal fi
@12#. Then, it is convenient to present Eq.~4! in an equiva-
lent form using the notationk25 ik2,

~k1L !52
m1

m2
~k2L !tanh61~k2L !. ~5!

Following a standard analysis~see, e.g., Ref.@13#!, we
consider the parameter plane (k2L,k1L), and also extend it
by including the imaginary values ofk2 using the auxiliary
parameter plane (k2L,k1L). In Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!, we plot
the dependencies described by the left-hand~dashed! and
right-hand~solid! sides of Eqs.~4! and~5!, using the param-
eter

~k1L !21~k2L !25L2~v2/c2!~e2m22e1m1![r. ~6!

In Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!, three dashed lines,~1!–~3!, correspond
to different slab waveguides having the same ratiom1 /m2.
The intersections of a dashed curve with solid curves in
cate the existence of solutions for guided modes. We pre
results for a conventional~right-handed! waveguide in Fig.
1~a!, in order to compare them directly with the correspon
ing dependencies for a left-handed slab waveguide in F
1~b!.

First of all, the analysis of Eqs.~4! and ~5! confirms the
well-known result that a right-handed slab waveguide c
only support fast guided modes, which exist when the wa
guide core has a higher refractive index than its claddi
i.e., for e2m2.e1m1. In this case, there always existsthe
fundamental guided mode, whose profile does not contai
zeros. The conventional waveguide can also support hig
order modes, their number depends on the value 2r1/2/p.
These various regimes of the mode guiding are presente
Fig. 1~a! by different dashed lines.

The properties of the left-handed slab waveguides
found to be very different. First, such waveguides can s
port slow modes, and they are either symmetric~node less!
or antisymmetric~one zero!. Such solutions representin-
phaseor out-of-phasebound states of surface modes, loca
ized at two interfaces between right and left media. In
conventional case of both positivee and m, such surface
waves do not exist, however, they appear when the magn
permeability changes its sign~for the TE polarization!. Thus,
the guided modes can be supported byboth low-index and
high-indexleft-handed slab waveguides.

Second, the conventional hierarchy of fast modes dis
pears. Specifically,~i! the fundamental node-less mode do
not exist at all,~ii ! the first-order mode exists only in a pa
ticular range of r, and it always disappears in wid
waveguides whenr exceeds a critical value, and~iii ! two
modes having the same number of nodes can coexist in
same waveguide. We illustrate some of these nontrivial f
tures in Fig. 1~b!.

Frequency dispersion of the guided waves in the le
handed waveguides should be studied by taking into acco
the dispersion of bothe2 and m2, since this is an essentia
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property of such materials@2#. We consider the following
frequency dependencies of the effective left-handed med
characteristics,

e2~v!512
vp

2

v2
, m2~v!512

Fv2

v22v0
2

, ~7!

where the parametersvp/2p510 GHz, v0/2p54 GHz,
and F50.56. Our choice is motivated by the experimen
results. The region of simultaneously negative permittiv
and permeability in this case ranges from 4 GHz to 6 GH
Dispersion curves for the first three guided modes in a s
waveguide with the thickness parameterL52 cm are shown
in Fig. 2, where dashed curves correspond to fast modes
solid curves to slow modes. We find that the fundamen
slow mode exists only at higher frequencies, whereas
second-order fast mode appears at lower frequencies.
modes can have either positive or negative group-velo
dispersion in different parameter regions. Properties of
first-order antisymmetric mode are different. The type of t
mode seamlessly changes from fast to slow as the wave n
ber grows. This transition occurs when the conditionk250
is satisfied, which is a boundary separating the two type
modes, as shown in Fig. 2 by a dotted line. The high-or
fast modes exist at the frequencies close to the resonan
quency atv54 GHz.

In the left-handed materials, the electromagnetic wa
are backward, since the energy flux and wave vector have
opposite directions@2#, whereas these vectors are parallel
the conventional~right-handed! homogeneous materials. Th
energy flux is characterized by the Poynting vector avera
over the periodT52p/v and defined asS5(c/8p) Re@E
3H* #. A monochromatic guided mode has, by definition
stationary transverse profile, and the averaged energy flu
directed along the waveguide only. It follows from Ma
well’s equations and Eq.~2! that the z component of the
energy flux is found asSz5c2hE0

2/8pvm(x).
The total power flux through the waveguide core a

cladding can be found asP25*2L
L Sz dx and P1

52*L
1`Sz dx, respectively. We find that the energy flux di

tribution for the waves guided along the left-handed slab
rather unusual. Indeed, the energy flux inside the slab~with

FIG. 2. Frequency dispersion curves for the three lower-or
guided modes of the left-handed slab waveguide (L52 cm). Insets
show the characteristic mode profiles.
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m,0) is opposite to that in the cladding~with m.0). This
occurs because the normalized wave vector component a
the waveguide~h! is fixed in a guided mode according to E
~2!. An important information about the guided modes can
extracted from the study of the normalized energy fl
P5(P11P2)/(uP1u1uP2u). This parameter is bounded
uPu,1, P→1 when the mode is weakly localize
(uP1u@uP2u), whereasP,0 for modes that are highly con
fined inside the left-handed slab.

We have performed a detailed analysis of the slow guid
modes and identified following four distinct cases.

~i! e2m2.e1m1 , m2.m1. Only odd mode exists below
the threshold,r,m1

2/m2
2. The corresponding critical value o

the slab thicknessL below which the odd mode exists i
found as

Lcr5
c

v

m1

m2Ae2m22e1m1

. ~8!

The energy fluxP is positive for all values ofL. The modes
are forward propagating, i.e., the total energy flux along
waveguide is codirected with the wave vector.

~ii ! e2m2.e1m1 , m2,m1. Even mode exists for all val-
ues ofr; odd modes can appear only when a threshold
rameter value is exceeded,r.m1

2/m2
2. Accordingly, the criti-

cal value~8! determines the lower boundary of the existen
region for odd modes. The total energy flux is negative
all L, and the modes are backward. The energy is mo
localized inside the slab.

~iii ! e2m2,e1m1 , m2.m1. Both odd and even mode
exist at all values ofr andL, and the modes are forward.

~iv! e2m2,e1m1 , m2,m1. Only even modes exist below
the threshold value ofr that can be found from Eq.~5!.
Characteristic dependences of the wave number, and nor
ized power versus the slab width are shown in Figs. 3~a! and

r

FIG. 3. Surface waves in a slab waveguide for the casee2m2

,e1m1 andm2,m1. Shown are~a! the propagation constanth and
~b! the normalized energy fluxP vs the slab thickness parameterL.
Solid and dashed lines correspond to strongly and weakly local
modes, respectively. Insets show the characteristic mode profil
2-3
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3~b!. For any slab thickness below a critical value, tw
modes always coexist. One of the modes is forward
weakly localized, but the other one is backward and m
confined. When the slab width approaches the critical va
the branches corresponding to different modes merge and
energy flux vanishes. In this special case, the energy flu
inside and outside the slab exactly compensate each oth

Since the energy fluxes are oppositely directed inside
guided modes, it might initially seem that such waves c
only be sustained by two continuously operating sources
sitioned at the opposite ends of the waveguide. Therefor
is important to understand whether wave packets of fin
temporal and spatial extensions can exist in left-han

FIG. 4. ~Color online! Structure of the Poynting vector field in
localized surface wave propagating along a left-handed slab.
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waveguides. We calculate the Poynting vector averaged o
the period of the pulse carrier frequency, and present
characteristic structure of the energy flow in Fig. 4. Due
the unique double-vortex structure of the energy flow, m
of the energy remains localized inside the wave packet,
it does not disintegrate. The group velocity is proportional
the total energy fluxP, and it can therefore be made ve
small or even zero by a proper choice of the wavegu
parameters as demonstrated above. On the other hand
group-velocity dispersion, which determines the rate of pu
broadening, can also be controlled. This flexibility looks ve
promising for potential applications.

Finally, we note that recent numerical simulations demo
strated that the phenomenon of the negative refraction, s
lar to that found for the left-handed metamaterials, can
observed inphotonic crystals@8,14#. Although in this case
the wavelength is of the order of the period of the dielect
structure~and, therefore, the analysis in terms of the effe
tive medium approximation is not justified!, we expect that
similar mechanisms of wave localization will remain gene
ally valid.

In conclusion, we have described for the first time, to t
best of our knowledge, guided waves in left-handed s
waveguides. We have demonstrated a number of exotic p
erties of such waves, including the absence of fundame
modes and the sign-varying energy flux, and we have p
dicted the existence of the fundamentally different classe
guided waves with a vortex-type internal structure.

We thank C. T. Chan and C. M. Soukoulis for usef
discussions, and D. E. Edmundson for assistance w
Fig. 4.
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